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Abstract

Scene text detection and recognition has attracted increasing research attention recently, especially
for text of arbitrary shapes. In most of text spotting methods, text feature alignment is a key
component to connect the detector and recognizer for end-to-end training. Existing alignment meth-
ods can be roughly categorized into those based on global consistent transformations and based
on character-level classification. However, these methods either are unreliable for heavily deformed
text or ignore contextual information in recognition. In this paper, we propose a novel textspotter
named TextTriangle, which detects and recognizes text of arbitrary shapes in an end-to-end man-
ner without character-level annotations. In TextTriangle, a text instance is described as a sequence
of ordered triangles attached to each other. Based on this representation, a new PiecewiseAlign
layer is designed to accurately extract features of the text instance with arbitrary shapes, which
is the key to make the framework end-to-end trainable. Compared with the methods based on
global consistent transformations, PiecewiseAlign adopts piecewise linear transformation for fea-
ture calculation. Experiments show that PiecewiseAlign is superior to TPS-based method in text
alignment, and TextTriangle achieves competitive performance on standard scene text benchmarks.

Keywords: scene text spotting, scene text detection, scene text recognition, text feature alignment,
end-to-end training.

1 Introduction

Automatic reading text in the wild has attracted
increasing attention on account of its vast appli-
cations such as traffic signs recognition and auto-
matic paper reading. For this task, designed sys-
tems generally include text detection and recog-
nition, where text instances are located by text
detection, then converted into character sequences
by text recognition. Scene text spotting aims to

combine both text detection and recognition for
end-to-end training. In spite of colossal progress
has been made recently [6, 19, 36], detecting and
recognizing text in the wild are still challenging
due to arbitrary shapes, aspect ratios and scales.

In recent years, scene text spotting methods
tend to integrate text detection and recognition
into a unified framework. Several such approaches
[12, 19] are proposed to perform horizontal/ori-
entated text detection and recognition. However,
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TPS-based PiecewiseAlign

Triangulation

Fig. 1 The comparison of PiecewiseAlign and TPS-based
alignment, which warp the original ground truth into
rectangular shape.

the text description of rectangles or quadran-
gles is insufficient to represent arbitrary-shaped
text instances in the wild. To tackle this issue,
Mask TextSpotter [24] and CharNet[44] are pro-
posed to detect and recognize the text of arbitrary
shapes and achieve the state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. Nevertheless, the required extra character-
level annotations in the training process call for
more manual efforts and higher labelling pre-
cision. Qin et al. [30] propose RoI masking to
recognize the masked text instances directly, but
the results may easily be affected by outlier pix-
els. Wang et al. [39] adopt a coarse-to-fine strategy
to localize text boundary points and rectified the
arbitrary-shaped text by Thin-Plate-Spline (TPS)
transformation. However, the proposed method
verifies that TPS-based alignment is not the best
choice, especially for the text that is heavily
deformed as shown in Fig. 1.

Inspired by TextSnake [22], ScRN [47] and
TextPerceptron[27], we propose a novel textspot-
ter named TextTrianlge as shown in Fig. 2. The
representation in TextSnake that describes text
with a series of ordered and overlapping disks [22]
is not convenient to connect with the text recog-
nition branch. In ScRN, TPS transformation is
employed to rectify the arbitrary-shaped text fea-
tures to axis-aligned features. Global consistent
transformations such as affine transformation,
perspective transformation and TPS transforma-
tion use the same transformation parameters for
the whole image to be aligned. However, each
part of the text may have different degrees of
deformation and the text alignment based on
global consistent transformations tends to aggra-
vate the deformation, especially for the heavily
deformed text as shown in Fig.1. So we propose

the piecewise text alignment to learn the dif-
ferent linear transformation parameters of each
part of the text. A linear transformation can be
defined as a mapping of three points from the
source image to the target image. To this end,
we use triangles as the basic geometric units of
irregular text. To be specific, the proposed text
spotter expresses a text instance with a sequence
of ordered triangles attached to each other, which
is named TextTriangle. In other words, we divide
the irregular text into several triangular patches
and employ different transformations parame-
ters to each patch separately as shown in Fig.4.
Based on this description, PiecewiseAlign is pro-
posed to precisely calculate convolutional features
of arbitrary-shaped text instances. Compared to
global consistent transformations, piecewise linear
transformation causes alignment to occur within
predefined triangular regions, which can achieve
more accurate and stable text alignment.

In TextTriangle, a text detector first locates
the text boundary points according to the pre-
dicted geometric attributes of the text, which
include center line, text height, character orien-
tation and text orientation. Then, PiecewiseAlign
is adopted to extract axis-aligned text features
for connecting the recognition branch. Finally, the
CNN based text recognizer predicts the sequenced
result using an attention-based decoder. The
framework of our proposed textspotter is an end-
to-end trainable system that free from character-
level annotations. In summary, our contributions
are threefold:

• A novel end-to-end scene textspotter named
TextTriangle is proposed, which is based on the
piecewise alignment for the first time and is
flexible for the arbitrary-shaped text.

• A novel PiecewiseAlign layer is designed to
accurately extract features of arbitrary-shaped
text and unify the text detection and recogni-
tion into an overall structure, which is the first
time to describe text with a series of ordered
and adjacent triangles.

• PiecewiseAlign is verified to be more effective
than TPS-based alignment. Meanwhile, Text-
Triangle has achieved competitive performance
on text benchmarks.

The rest of the paper is structured as fol-
lows: Section 2 briefly introduces the related works
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of scene text detection, recognition and spot-
ting. In Section 3, we depict the proposed text
spotter in details, including the text detector,
PiecewiseAlign and the recognizer. The Experi-
mental evaluation is shown in Section 4, while the
conclusion is in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Currently, deep-learning-driven approaches have
achieved great success in both scene text detec-
tion and recognition. We review the representative
methods based on deep-learning from the follow-
ing three aspects: scene text detection, recognition
and spotting [20, 23].

Scene Text Detection methods can be
roughly classified into regression-based [13, 41, 42]
and segmentation-based methods [3, 29, 37, 45],
of which the segmentation-based methods per-
form better in arbitrary-shaped text detection.
Liao et al.[15] propose Differentiable Binarization
(DB) module to adaptively set the thresholds
for binarization in detection network. PSENet
[40] gradually expands kernels at certain scale to
split the close text instances. The Fourier Con-
tour Embedding(FCE) method [46] models text
instance contours in the frequency domain instead
of the spatial domain via the Fourier transforma-
tion. The PCR method [26] enriches the feature
representations of text contours by considering
both the cyclicity in geometric topology and the
contexts in semantic. TextSnake [22] describes
text with a series of ordered, overlapping disks
located at the center axis of text region. However,
the segmented arbitrary-shaped text is not easy
to be used for subsequent text recognition. The
proposed method calculates the text boundary
points based on the segmentation results, which is
beneficial to text alignment and recognition.

Scene Text Recognition is commonly
considered as a sequence-to-sequence recog-
nition problem, where recurrent neural net-
works (RNNs) are taken. The recognition meth-
ods mainly contain CTC-based methods[9, 32]
and encoder-decoder frameworks with attention
mechanisms[28, 43]. Shi et al. [33] propose an end-
to-end text recognition framework based on CTC.
ASTER [34] employs a rectification module before
recognition and predicts the character sequence
with an attention-based decoder. Recently, the
advanced frameworks based on various attention

mechanisms are proposed [18, 38], which encode
more character information explicitly or implic-
itly. The method [1] utilizes semantic information
by proposing a multi-stage multi-scale attentional
decoder that performs joint visual-semantic rea-
soning. Obviously, the attention-based methods
performs better than CTC-base ones in arbitrary-
shaped text recognition. In addition, rectification-
based methods are usually involved to rectify the
text shapes in the irregular scene text recognition.
Among them, the geometric rectification method
based on the TPS transformation is becoming the
most representative method for arbitrary-shaped
text rectification.

Scene Text Spotting attempts to unify
text detection and recognition into an end-to-
end trainable framework. The methods [14, 30,
39] based on Region Proposal Network (RPN)
[31] generate proposals and extract ROI fea-
tures for detection and recognition. The man-
ually pre-designed anchors of RPN cannot eas-
ily match text instances with arbitrary shapes.
FOTS [19] proposes RoIRotate to perform text
alignment on horizontal/oriented texts, where
the core of RoIRotate is an affine transforma-
tion. Mask TextSpotter v3 [16] and Multiplexed
TextSpotter [10] perform text recognition based
on arbitrary-shaped masked text features, which
are strongly affected by the quality of segmenta-
tion accuracy. TextDragon [6] describes the shape
of text with a series of quadrangles, and proposes
RoISlide to connect text detection and recog-
nition. ABCNet [21] adaptively fits arbitrarily-
shaped text by a parameterized Bezier curve and
explores a BezierAlign layer for extracting fea-
tures of a text instance. SwinTextSpotter[11] and
TESTR[49] proposed Transform-based methods
for text detection and recognition. Methods based
on text rectification [27, 39] generate fiducial
points and utilize TPS transformation to rectify
irregular text instances to regular ones. Compared
with affine transformation that can only han-
dle horizontal/oriented texts, TPS transformation
can deal with arbitrary-shaped texts. However, it
tends to cause part of the text to run out of the
defined area or result in more severe deformation.
The proposed method adopts PiecewiseAlign to
rectify the text, which is verified to have better
performance than global transformations.
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3 Methodology

The proposed textspotter is depicted in Fig. 2.
First, a stem network is used to extract visual
features on the input image. After that, the text
detector is employed to predict the attributes
of the arbitrary-shaped text, based on which
the boundary points are calculated and sampled.
Then, the proposed PiecewiseAlign is used to out-
put axis-aligned features of arbitrary-shaped text
region, which is the key to unify text detection and
recognition into an end-to-end pipeline. Finally,
the text recognizer predicts the sequenced results
with a lightweight network.

3.1 Text Detection

Compared to the methods based on regression
[41], segmentation-based methods perform better
in detection for text of arbitrary shapes. Similar
to ScRN [47], we explore the geometric attributes
of text lines, which contains the center line, text
height, character orientation and text orienta-
tion as shown in Fig. 3. We adopt ResNet50
[8] together with a Feature Pyramid Network
(FPN) [17] as the stem network. The generation
of ground truth attribute maps of the text and
the loss function Ldet can refer to ScRN. After
that, the boundary points of each text line can be
calculated as follows.

The process of extract center point list C =
{C1, C2, ..., Cn} is referred to [22]. For any cen-
ter point Cp = (xCp

, yCp
), the upper boundary

point Tp and the lower boundary point Bp are
formulated as

{

xTp
= xCp

+ 0.5 ∗ rp ∗ cos ψ

yTp
= yCp

− 0.5 ∗ rp ∗ sin ψ
, (1)

{

xBp
= xCp

− 0.5 ∗ rp ∗ cos ψ

yBp
= yCp

+ 0.5 ∗ rp ∗ sin ψ
, (2)

where rp is the predicted text height and ψ is the
predicted character orientation of Cp.

To make boundary points contain complete
text instance, that is, the both ends of the text
are not cropped during text alignment, we do fur-
ther post-processing of the boundary points. On
the basis of the center line C, two endpoints C0

and Cn+1 are added, where C0 = (xC0
, yC0

) is
calculated as

{

xC0
= xC1

− η(xC2
− xC1

)

yC0
= yC1

− η(yC2
− yC1

)
, (3)

and Cn+1 is calculated similarly. η is the parame-
ter to control the extension distance, which is set
as 0.7 in our experiments. And the corresponding
boundary points for C0 and Cn+1 are calculated
the same as Eq.1 and Eq.2. The positive effect of
the additional endpoints will be verified in Section
4.3.2. So far, the boundary points are ready for
text alignment.

Note that boundary points are generated
based on ground truth attribute maps in train-
ing phase, while they are generated based on
predicted geometric attribute maps in inference
phase.

3.2 PiecewiseAlign

The alignment of text features, which transforms
the whole image features into axis-aligned fea-
tures of a text instance, is a pivotal component
of the end-to-end text spotting framework. The
previous methods try to perform the text feature
alignment with global transformations, such as
affine transformation [19], perspective transforma-
tion [36] and TPS transformation [27]. However,
these global transformations are not suitable for
heavily deformed text instances. Inspired by the
piecewise linear mapping functions [2], we propose
PiecewiseAlign for text feature alignment, which
performs different linear transformations in each
triangular region of the text feature map. Accord-
ing to the boundary points of text instances, we
divide the text feature into a set of contiguous
and non-overlapping triangular patches through
triangulation. Then PiecewiseAlign is adopted to
calculate a group of linear transformation param-
eters, based on which the axis-aligned features are
extracted by piecewise grid sampling. It’s worth
noting that the linear transformations of all the
patches are computed in parallel.

Triangulation can be seen as a preprocess-
ing step for PiecewiseAlign. Boundary points on
the input feature maps are first reordered, and
then three sequential points are connected to
form a triangle patch, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The
corresponding fiducial points on the axis-aligned
template are computed by the relative position
of the boundary points, as shown in Fig. 4(b),
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PiecewiseAlign
Centerline

Segmentation

Height

Regression

Text

Orientation

Boundary Points 

Calculation

Text Detector
perfect

potion

CNN

Sequence-based 

recognition

Text Recognizer

Character

Orientation
Resnet + FPN

Fig. 2 The overview framework of the proposed TextTriangle, which consists of a backbone network, a text detector, an
alignment layer and a text recognizer. The proposed alignment layer PiecewiseAlign calculates axis-aligned text features
for connecting the detection and recognition brance, which is the first time to describe text with a series of ordered and
adjacent triangles.

Resnet50+ FPNInput

boundary points center points

Cp

Tp

Bp

T0

B0

C1

C0

C2

center line
character

orientation
height

text

orientation

Fig. 3 The framework of the text detector. Red points
are sampled from the center line. Two blue points on both
ends of the text are the generated endpoints. Green points
are the calculated boundary points.

where the size of the axis-aligned template is pre-
set to H × W . We set Da,b to be the distance
between point a and b on the input feature maps
in Fig.4(a). The location of a fiducial point pi on
the template in Fig.4(b) is calculated as follows,

pi =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

p0 + W ×

∑
i
2

−1

k=0 D2k,2(k+1)

∑
N
2

−2

k=0 D2k,2(k+1)

, i%2 = 0 ∩ i > 0

p1 + W ×

∑

i−3

2

k=0 D2k+1,2k+3

∑
N
2

−2

k=0 D2k+1,2k+3

, i%2 = 1 ∩ i > 1

,

(4)

where W is the width of the axis-aligned tem-
plate. N is the number of boundary points and
N ≥ 4. i%2 = 0 represents points on the top
boundary while i%2 = 1 indicates points on the
bottom boundary. D2k,2(k+1) represents the dis-
tance between two adjacent points on the top
boundary and D2k+1,2k+3 represents that on the
bottom boundary. The coordinates of four corners
are fixed that need not to be calculated, where
p0 = (0, 0) and p1 = (0, H − 1). In addition, both

source and target boundary points need to be nor-
malized to [-1,1] to calculate the transformation
parameters in experiments.

0
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……
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……

p1 p3 p5 p7 p9 p11
……

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 The illustration of triangulation, where the num-
bers are reordered. (a) the triangulation based on boundary
points. (b) the aligned template.

PiecewiseAlign generates axis-aligned fea-
tures of a text instance by performing piecewise
linear transformations and piecewise grid sam-
pling based on the triangulation as shown in
Fig. 5. To reduce the cost of computing, we first
crop out the arbitrary-shaped text features with
the minimum bounding box and take them as the
input of PiecewiseAlign. The input feature map is
warped to a group of aligned feature maps based
on the triangular patches, and the corresponding
masks are indispensable to retain the region of
the aligned triangular patch. Then, the group of
masked aligned features are added up to generate
the final axis-aligned feature map.

Denoting the sequenced triangular patches of
the input feature map as R = {R1, R2, ..., RN−2}
and the corresponding aligned patches as R′ =
{R′

1, R′

2, ..., R′

N−2}. The input patch Ri =
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{(xi1, yi1), (xi2, yi2), (xi3, yi3)}, where {xij , yij} is
the vertex coordinate of the triangular patch i.
Given the input patch Ri and the aligned patch
R′

i, we can get the linear transformation T 2×3
i as

Ti =

[

xi1 xi2 xi3

yi1 yi2 yi3

]

×

⎡

⎣

x′

i1 x′

i2 x′

i3

y′

i1 y′

i2 y′

i3

1 1 1

⎤

⎦

−1

(5)

mask M
2

Aligned feature I
2
′ Aligned feature I

8
′

mask M
8

……

……

mask M
1

Aligned feature I
1
′

Input  I

Output  I
r

Fig. 5 The illustration of PiecewiseAlign. The blue points
on the aligned feature are the fiducial points corresponding
to each triangular patch.

After that, a grid generator is used to gener-
ate a sampling grid for the input feature I, and
a group of aligned features I ′ = {I ′

1, I ′

2, ..., I ′

N−2}
are generated by grid sampling. The masks with
the same size of the axis-aligned template, are
denoted as M = {M1, M2, ..., MN−2}. Since two
adjacent triangular patches share one edge, the
pixel value on this edge of the final axis-aligned
feature will be double computed. To avoid that,
M can be written as:

Mi(q) =

{

1 , q ∈ R′

i and q /∈ line(v′

i2, v′

i3)

0 , else
, (6)

where q is any point in the mask Mi. line(v′

i2, v′

i3)
represents the edge between the last two vertexes
of Mi. The final aligned feature map Ir is gener-
ated by adding up the group of masked I ′

i, which

can be written as:

Ir =
N−2
∑

i=0

I ′

i × Mi (7)

Moreover, the alignment for a group of triangu-
lar patches are completed in parallel, and all the
operators in PiecewiseAlign are differentiable.

3.3 Text Recognition

Benefiting from the shared backbone feature
and the proposed PiecewiseAlign, we adopt a
light-weight network for recognition. The recogni-
tion module is an attention-based encode-decoder
model. The encoder is a CNN structure as shown
in Table 1., while the decoder is attention-based.
With the input size of 8 × 32, the features are
updated and fed into an attention based network.

Table 1 The network architecture of the text recognizer.
Each convolutional layer is followed by a batch
normalization layer and a ReLU layer.

Layer Name Configurations Size

Input - 256 × 8 × 32

Convolution c:256, k:3, s:1 × 1 256 × 8 × 32

Convolution c:256, k:3, s:1 × 1 256 × 8 × 32

Convolution c:256, k:3, s:1 × 1 256 × 8 × 32

Convolution c:256, k:3, s:1 × 1 256 × 8 × 32

MaxPooling k:2, s:2 × 1 256 × 4 × 32

Convolution c:256, k:2, s:2 × 1 256 × 2 × 32

Convolution c:256, k:2, s:1 × 1 256 × 2 × 32

AvgPooling k:2, s:2 × 1 256 × 1 × 32

Channels-Permute - 32 × 256

GRU hidden:256 32 × 256

GRU hidden:256 32 × 256

c,k,s represent channel,kernel and stride sizes respectively.

A gated recurrent unit(GRU) [5] is used
to convert the features into character sequence
(o1, o2, ..., oL), where L is the length of the pre-
dicted text. At time step t, the final predicted
distribution over chararcters is computed by

ot = Softmax(Wost + bo) (8)

st = GRU(Concat(Embedding(ot−1), gt), st−1)
(9)
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where st is the hidden state of the GRU at time
step t. the glimpse vector gt is calculated by

gt =
∑

i

αt,ihi,c (10)

where αt denotes the attention weight at t. αt is
computed as

αt,i =
exp(et,i)

∑

i(exp(et,i))
(11)

et,i = Va
T tanh(H) (12)

H = Whhi + Wsst−1 + b (13)

where Wh, Ws and b are trainable parameters. We
train the model using minimum the negative log-
likelihood of conditional probability as follows,

Lreg = −
N

∑

n=1

M
∑

t=1

log p(yn,t‖yn,1:t−1, In, δ), (14)

where In and Yn = {yn,t} are the input image and
corresponding text in the train set. δ represents
the parameters of the model. M is the maximal
length of the predicted text.

Since all the operators in PiecewiseAlign are
differentiable, the text detector and recognizer
can be unified for end-to-end training. The loss
function can be written as:

L = Ldet + λLrec, (15)

where λ is the hyper-parameter to control the
trade-off between the two losses.

4 Experiments

We evaluate both text spotting and detection per-
formance of the proposed method on ICDAR2013,
ICDAR2015, Total-Text and CTW1500. We also
conduct ablation studies to verify the effectiveness
of our proposed method.

4.1 Datasets

SynthText[7] is a synthetic dataset containing
800k synthetic text images by rendering syn-
thetic text with natural images, and it is used

as the pre-training dataset. It provides annota-
tions for word/character bounding boxes and text
sequences.

Total-Text[4] is one of the most important
arbitrarily-shaped scene text benchmarks, which
contains 1,255 training images and 300 testing
images. Each text is annotated as a polygon in
word-level. We use the updated Python scripts1

provided by the official website to evaluate the
detection task, and evaluate the end-to-end recog-
nition results over two lexicons: ”None” and
”Full”. ”None” means that no lexicons are pro-
vided, and ”Full” lexicon includes all words in the
test set.

CTW1500 dataset contains 1,000 training
images and 500 test images. Each image has at
least one curved text. It also contains horizontal
and multi-oriented texts. Each text is labeled as
a polygon with 14 vertexes in line-level. The eval-
uation protocol of end-to-end recognition follows
that for Total-Text.

ICDAR2015 contains 1000 training images
and 500 test images, including many perspective
scene text. Each text is labeled as a quadrangle
with 4 vertexes in word-level.

ICDAR2013 consists of 229 training images
and 233 testing images, which are mainly hori-
zonal scene text.

4.2 Implementation Details

We train our model using 8 GTX GeForce 1080T
GPUs with the image batch size of 24. We pre-
train the network on SynthText and ICDAR-MLT
data[25], and than fine-tune it on the training set
of the target datasets. The loss weight λ is set
to 1 in both pre-trained and fine-tuning stages.
We adopt data augmentation strategies, e.g., ran-
domly rotating the images with degree in range
of [-15°, 15°], random brightness and contrast on
input images, and random crop, where we make
sure that no text has been cut. In the pre-training
stage, the randomly cropped images are resized
to 512 × 512. Adam optimizer is applied to train
our model with a learning rate 0.001. In fine-
tuning, we random resize the longer side of input
images with length in range of [720, 1600]. The
initialized learning rate is 0.001 and multiplied by

1https://github.com/cs-chan/Total-Text-
Dataset/tree/master/Evaluation Protocol/Python
scripts/Deteval.py
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0.8 after each 100 epochs. Online hard example
mining(OHEM) [35] strategy is also applied for
balancing the foreground and background sam-
ples. In addition, because the dataset CTW1500
contains a small amount of Chinese text, we
directly regard all the Chinese text as ”unseen”
class during training.

4.3 Ablation Studies

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
PiecewiseAlign, we conduct ablation studies from
two aspects. First, we analyze the effect of the
number of boundary points on text alignment
and recognition performance. Second, we com-
pare PiecewiseAlign and TPS-based alignment on
recognition performance.

4.3.1 Sampling points analysis

We first conduct sensitivity analysis of how the
number of the boundary points may affect the
end-to-end results. The ideal text alignment result
is shown in Fig.6. We verify the end-to-end recog-
nition performance on the Total-Text dataset by
comparing different number of boundary points as
shown in Fig. 6(a). From the results, we find that
more boundary points does not mean better recog-
nition performance. For the same text instance
with arbitrary shapes, more boundary points
should make the aligned text warped smoother as
shown in Fig. 6(b). But in fact, the more boundary
points, the closer they are, which requires more
accurate calculations for the location of points.
In this case, a small deviation in the calculation
of the boundary point position will lead to dislo-
cation between the near boundary points, which
will cause the misalignment of text features and
the failure of text recognition. In the experiment,
the end-to-end result of 18 points is better than
others, so we use 18 boundary points as the final
setting. Note that if the width of text is too
small, reduce the number of points appropriately
to ensure that the boundary points do not overlap.

4.3.2 PiecewiseAlign vs. TPS-based

Alignment

The TPS-based text alignment is the most popu-
lar feature alignment operator in arbitrary-shaped
text recognition and spotting. The TPS-based
text alignment aims to transform features with
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(b) The ideal results of PiecewiseAlign based on
different numbers of boundary points.

Fig. 6 Ablation studies for the number of boundary points
used in PiecewiseAlign.

TPS transformation in a similar way, in which the
transformation parameters are calculated from
the detected boundary points. In the TPS-based
method, entire text feature share this set of
transformation parameters. However, the Piece-
wiseAlign operator divides the text feature into
several regions, each of which applies different
transformation parameters. Through analyzing
the recognition results, we argue that TPS-based
method may be unsuitable for text with large
deformations and multi-scale. Because each part
of the text may differ in the type and degree
of deformation, globally consistent transformation
cannot satisfy the internal variability of text.

Fig.7 shows a clear comparison between the
two operators. We compared the alignment results
with different numbers of boundary points and
with or without additional endpoints. The input
in Fig.7(a) is the detector output with 18 bound-
ary points, which contain the added endpoints
as described in Section 3.1. We can see that the
text is clearly better aligned by PiecewiseAlign
than TPS-based alignment. For text ”OF” and
”SAN” with small deformation, the results of two
operators are similar. But for text with large
deformation such as ”FISHERMANS”, some char-
acters are distorted even more by TPS-based
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TPS-based 

alignment
PiecewiseAligninput

(a) 18 boundary points after adding endpoints.

TPS-based 

alignment
PiecewiseAligninput

(b) 10 boundary points with no endpoints added.

Fig. 7 Visualized results of TPS-based alignment and
PiecewiseAlign based on different boundary points. The
addition of endpoints has been covered in Section 3.1.

alignment. Compared with TPS-based operator,
PiecewiseAlign preserves the original shape of
characters to the maximum extent, making the
text more readable. The input in Fig.7(b) is the
detector output with 10 boundary points and no
endpoints added. First, in contrast to Fig.7(a),
the characters at both ends of the text are at
higher risk of being cropped in Fig.7(b), from
which we can see the effect of the additional
endpoints. Second, as the number of boundary
points reduces, the alignment effect of TPS-based
operator declines obviously, such as the character
”F” disappearing from the text ”FISHERMANS”.
By comparison, PiecewiseAlign is more robust
regardless of the number of boundary points.

To further compare the effect of TPS-based
alignment and PiecewiseAlign on text of arbi-
trary shapes, we evaluate a variant of our method
with TPS-based alignment which is named ”With
TPS” in Tables 3 and 4. In the variant, we replace
PiecewiseAlign with TPS-based alignment. The
results show that the PiecewiseAlign is superior to
the TPS-based alignment in the end-to-end recog-
nition performance for arbitrary-shaped text.

4.4 Comparison with the

State-of-the-art

We first evaluate our method on IC13 mainly con-
sisting of horizontal texts as shown in Table 2. The
results represent that our method achieve com-
petitive performance compared to previous meth-
ods. Although the performance of detection and
end-to-end recognition task are inferior to Mask
TextSpotter, it is worth noting that our method
dose not need any character-level annotations,
which owns much more practical value.

We also evaluate our method on IC15 contain-
ing many perspective text as shown in Table 2.
With the help of PiecewiseAlign layer, TextTrian-
gle outperforms other methods in the end-to-end
recognition and word spotting tasks, although the
detection performance is inferior to TextDragon
and Boundary.

We further compare our method with previ-
ous methods on curved benchmarks Total-Text
and CTW1500. From Table 3 and Table 4, we
can see the proposed method can achieve com-
petitive performance. TextTriangle can accurately
detect and recognize clear curved text and multi-
scale text. Some word spotting results in Fig. 8
show that the proposed method can handle scene
texts of arbitrary shapes. In addition, the perfor-
mance on CTW1500 is slightly inferior to other
methods. Through the analysis of the results, we
find that the proposed method needs to be further
improved in long text detection.

5 Conclusion

We propose TextTriangle—a novel end-to-end
method to detect and recognize the scene text of
arbitrary shapes. In TextTriangle, a text instance
is the first time to be represented as a sequence
of ordered triangles attached to each other, where
a text detector is used to locate boundary points
of the text instance for triangulation. With the
ordered sequence of triangular patches, a new
PiecewiseAlign layer is proposed to naturally con-
nect the text detector and the recognizer. Exper-
iments on benchmarks have demonstrated the
effectiveness of our method. As for the future
work, we will enhance its performance in long text
detection.
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Table 2 Results on IC13 and IC15. ”P”,”R”,”F” represent ”Precision”, ”Recall”, ”F-measure” respectively.’S’,’W’ and
’G’ represent recognition with strong, weak and generic lexicon respectively.

Dataset Method
Detection End-to-End Word Spotting

P(%) R(%) F(%) S(%) W(%) G(%) S(%) W(%) G(%)

IC13

FOTS[19] - - 88.2 88.8 87.1 80.8 92.7 90.7 83.5

TextNet[36] 93.3 89.4 91.3 89.8 88.9 83.0 94.6 94.5 87.0

Mask TextSpotter[24] 95.0 88.6 91.7 92.2 91.1 86.5 92.5 92.0 88.2

Boundary[39] 93.1 87.3 90.1 88.2 87.7 84.1 - - -

TextPerceptron[27] 94.7 88.9 91.7 91.4 90.7 85.8 94.9 94.0 88.5

With TPS 93.0 87.1 90.0 90.7 89.2 84.8 93.8 93.6 87.4

TextTriangle 94.1 88.0 90.9 91.8 90.9 86.0 94.9 94.2 88.6

IC15

FOTS[19] 91.0 85.2 88.0 81.1 75.9 60.8 84.7 79.3 63.3

TextNet[36] 89.4 85.4 87.4 78.7 74.9 60.5 82.4 78.4 62.4

Mask TextSpotter[24] 91.6 81.0 86.0 79.3 73.0 62.4 79.3 74.5 64.2

TextDragon[6] 92.45 83.75 87.88 82.54 78.34 65.15 86.22 81.62 68.03

Boundary[39] 89.8 87.5 88.6 79.7 75.2 64.1 - - -

TextPerceptron[27] 92.3 82.5 87.1 80.5 76.6 65.1 84.1 79.4 67.9

With TPS 91.6 82.5 86.8 80.2 75.8 64.6 84.0 79.1 66.5

TextTriangle 91.8 83.0 87.1 81.2 76.5 65.2 85.2 80.1 68.1
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Fig. 8 Examples of word spotting results.
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